
 
Public consultation on Directive 2009/81/EC 

 

Introduction 

In the context of the consultation on the functioning of directive 2009/81/EC, the Department for 
European Union Policies has asked for useful inputs and comments from all public buyers in defence 
and security sectors, in the aim of collecting and harmonizing the respective answers and providing the 
Commission with an agreed contribution within the given deadline.  

With such a view, the Department has carried out its coordination activities with reference to the 
proper questionnaire addressed to Contracting Authorities/Entities and other Public Authorities, thus 
identifying and involving all the relevant procurement authorities: Armed Forces, State Police, Finance 
Police, Penitentiary Police, Civil Defence, Military Port Authority, Fire Department, State Forestry Corp. 

From the consultation held by the Department it has turned out that only the Ministry of Defence 
regularly applies the directive 2009/81, whilst the other contracting authorities have referred they 
usually do not make recourse to the mentioned directive as their purchases don’t fall in its scope, 
being instead ordinarily covered by the “classic” directive. For completeness, the Ministry of Interior 
has recalled that, after the entry into force of the defence and security Directive, they have applied the 
new specific rules just for the designing and managing of one single procedure.    

As a general outcome stemming from the survey, there is a common opinion that the defence and 
security directive doesn’t need to be modified at this moment.  

At the same time it has been pointed out that specific guidelines from the Commission would be 
definetely helpful to the correct interpretation and implementation of some provisions of the Directive 
and, in particular, to the proper application of those rules on subcontracting (which, albeit optional, 
have been fully transposed in the national transposition Law).         

In conclusion, considered that both Ministry of Defence and Ministry of Interior have returned the 
questionnaire, duly filled in, it seems more appropriate to transmit directly to the Commission the two 
surveys, as completed by the Ministries themselves, provided that each questionnaire may offer 
interesting data and “food for thought” for the current consultation, on two different view points, 
expressed by the main Italian procurement authorities in the fields covered by the Directive (defence 
and security perspectives).   

 

 

 

 

 


















